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Abstract—Visible light communications (VLC) has the potential to
play a major part in future smart home and next generation
communication networks. There is significant ongoing work to
increase the achievable data rates using VLC, to standardize it and
integrate it within existing network infrastructures.
The future of VLC systems depends on the ability to fabricate low
cost transceiver components and to realize the promise of high data
rates. This paper reports the design and fabrication of integrated
transmitter and receiver components. The transmitter uses a two
dimensional individually addressable array of micro light emitting
diodes (µLEDs) and the receiver uses an integrated photodiode array
fabricated in a CMOS technology. A preliminary result of a MIMO
system implementation operating at a data rate of ~1Gbps is
demonstrated. This paper also highlights the challenges in achieving
highly parallel data communication along with the possible
bottlenecks in integrated approaches.
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I. INTRODUCTION
There has been significant research interest in visible light
communications (VLC) in the last decade. This is largely due to
the possibility of using general illumination light-emitting
diode (LED) devices for data communications. The LED is
expected to dominate the illumination market by 2020 [1], and
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can be used for high speed data communications [2]. VLC
using LEDs offers many advantages including license free
operation, high spatial diversity and innate security.
Two methods of generating white light are commercially
popular: a) an RGB method in which light from red, green, and
blue LEDs are mixed, resulting in a white color and b) a
phosphor conversion method, in which a yellow phosphor
absorbs a portion of the blue light emitted by a Gallium Nitride
(GaN) LED and re-emits a broad yellow spectrum, which when
mixed with the blue wavelength results in a white color.
Commercially available illuminations LEDs usually use the
phosphor conversion method due to its low cost.
Phosphor based LEDs, however, have low communication
bandwidths (a few MHz) due to the long photoluminescence
lifetimes of the phosphor [3]. Typically a narrowband short
pass optical filter is used at the receiver to the reject the slow
yellow component of the received light. The bandwidth of the
blue LED, on the other hand, is limited to 20-30 MHz [3] which
is a possible bottleneck for high speed data communications.
Recently, it has been shown that GaN-based blue-emitting
micro-LEDs (µLEDs) can offer optical modulation bandwidths
in excess of 400 MHz [4]. Error-free data transmission up to 1
Gbps and 3 Gbps using these µLEDs was demonstrated using
on-off keying (OOK) and orthogonal frequency division
multiplexing (OFDM) [5], respectively. Although these
experiments were carried out over a short distance due to the
limited optical power available, these results nonetheless
demonstrate the potential of the GaN based µLEDs to offer
high-speed communication. The ultimate solution for VLC
may be to use an array of these smaller, less powerful µLEDs as
building blocks [6].
Work to explore the potential of these devices is ongoing
under the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council
(EPSRC) ‘ultra-parallel visible light communications
(UP-VLC)’ project. The project aims to develop a high speed,
highly parallel VLC system that can offer Gbps data rates. This
paper focuses on communication using blue µLEDs. Other
work in the project focuses on combining light from such
devices with high bandwidth color converters [7] to create
white light. Ultimately the combination of such color
converters and large arrays of µLEDs offers the potential to
combine very high data rate communication and illumination in
a single transmitter.
The focus in this paper is on the design of the transmitter and

the receiver components and on possible approaches for
achieving a high-speed data link. The target of the first
UP-VLC demonstrator is to realize a 1 Gbps unidirectional data
link over a 1 m distance at error rate of 10-6. Links offering
similar data rates have been achieved using low bandwidth
commercial white LEDs [8-10], albeit at a bit error rate (BER)
floor of ~10-3. In our case relatively modest data rates were
chosen as a target for this initial demonstration, as the focus is
to develope integrated components suitable for scaling to much
higher data rates in subsequent demonstrators.
Although µLEDs have higher bandwidth than commercial
devices, arrays of devices are required to support the target data
rates due to the limited optical power available from individual
devices. Three approaches are investigated here;
a) A ganging approach: all µLEDs in the array carry the
same data
b) A multiple input multiple output (MIMO) approach: each
µLED in an array carries an independent data stream
c) A hybrid approach, which combines a) and b)
The MIMO system can offer a linear increment in data rate
with number of transmitters but requires channel separation
using imaging/non-imaging optics and MIMO data decoding
algorithms.
The ganging approach offers simplicity in design as simple
receiver circuitry can be used but does not offer a linear
increase in data rate with the number of transmitters. The
hybrid approach combines the advantage of both approaches.
The system components can also implement different
transmission schemes including spatial modulation [11], and
optically generated modulation [12]. All these approaches will
be implemented within the project.
The performance of a VLC system is a function of the
constraints of the transmitter (the LED diameter, optical power,
and bandwidth) and receiver (photodiodes area and
bandwidth/area/sensitivity relationship). In this paper, we
report a design approach that includes these constraints and
allows the overall optimum configuration to be determined. To
our knowledge, this is the first report of such a method.
The paper is organized as follows: section II gives an
overview of the system being developed. Section III details the
approach taken to select the device parameters. Optical and
electronic system designs are outlined in Section IV and V,
respectively. The experimental results are presented in Section
VI. Finally, the conclusions and future work are given in
Section VII.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
Fig. 1 shows a conceptual block diagram of the system under
development. The transmitter consists of a 2-D array of µLEDs
operating at a wavelength of 450 nm. These µLEDs are driven
by complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS)
drivers. The µLEDs are Lambertian sources with a divergence
angle of 120 degrees (full-angle). Transmitter optics reduces
the divergence angle and hence reduces the path loss. Imaging
optics at the receiver maps the µLED array to the photodiode
(PD) array. For minimum cross-talk between the MIMO
channels in an imaging system, the PDs and the µLEDs pitch

sizes must be matched. The ganging scheme does not require
imaging optics, and a diffuser can be used after the transmitter
optics to provide the desired FOV (details of optics designs are
given in the following sections).
At the receiver, the PDs photocurrents are converted to a
voltage using transimpedance amplifiers (TIA) and are either
summed (for ganging) or processed separately (for MIMO).
The MIMO receiver can overcome any crosstalk by estimating
the channel H-matrix and recover data using MIMO data
decoding algorithms. The details of the MIMO decoding
algorithm can be found in [13, 14].

Fig. 1. A conceptual block diagram of the VLC system (different colours are
used for illustration only. The central wavelength of µLEDs considered in this
design is 450 nm).

III. DESIGN METHODS: SYSTEM CONSTRAINTS AND
PARAMETER SELECTIONS
Both µLEDs and PDs have constraints which need to be
considered in the system design. By incorporating the power
penalty for multilevel PAM (L-PAM), µLED constraints
(bandwidth-power relationship) and PD constraints
(area-bandwidth relationship), it is feasible to optimize the
device parameters and modulation level to achieve the target
data rate with a minimum number of transmitter and receiver
elements. The details of the devices selection and link budget
analysis are given in the following sections. For simplicity,
only a line-of-sight (LOS) link is considered in the design, and
only L-PAM is considered. However, the design method has
flexibility to incorporate equalization and other complex
modulation schemes.
A. Selection of device parameters
In order to establish the optimum µLED parameters (i.e. size,
power and bandwidth) for the targeted data rate, the
interdependency between power and bandwidth of µLED is
investigated. Fig. 2 shows the measured optical bandwidth and
the maximum optical power for blue µLEDs with different
diameters. It can be seen that there is an approximately inverse
linear relationship between the maximum optical power and

bandwidth, both of which are a function of the µLED diameter.
For the blue µLEDs reported in [4], the following equations
approximately describe the relationship between the µLEDs
diameter
, maximum optical power Popt and optical
bandwidth Bopt (valid for µLEDs with a diameter of 20-80 µm):
1013
(1)
mW
0.985 ;
MHz
(2)
mW
0.0743
μm
0.132
The bandwidth and power requirements for a link depend on:
a) the target data rate, b) the required order of the multilevel
modulation scheme and c) the system configuration (ganging,
MIMO). The MIMO scheme requires lower bandwidth µLEDs
as the data rate per MIMO channel can be made significantly
lower than the aggregate data rate. For the ganging scheme, the
bandwidth requirement can be reduced by increasing the
number of levels in a multilevel modulation scheme, at the cost
of a higher optical power requirement. Hence, the optimum
bandwidth and power requirements for the MIMO and the
ganging configurations are different and can only be
established by taking into account the device constraints and
the modulation scheme.

Fig. 2. The relationship among the optical bandwidth, optical power and µLED
diameter. The measured data and fitted curves are also shown.

There are also device constraints at the receiver. For a CMOS
PD, the relationship between the PD capacitance !" and area
AreaPD can be expressed as [15]:
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where !) is junction capacitance, !012 is sidewall junction
capacitance, 6) is junction grading coefficient, 6)12 is
sidewall junction grading coefficient, +, is junction potential
and P is the perimeter. In a shallow junction photodiode, as is
considered here, the area component is dominant leading to
C ∝ Area #$ .

There are a number of different TIA designs that can be used.
In [16] chapter 4, it was shown that for a fixed power
consumption the shunt-shunt feedback topology (Fig. 3) will
have better noise performance than alternatives. As the noise
performance is critical, this design is used. In this case the
bandwidth =>? is given by [16]:
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where AV is the voltage gain of the amplifier used in the TIA
and RTIA is the feedback resistance. Therefore:
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where , is junction potential and K is a constant whose value
is dependent on process parameters and TIA gain/structure.
It can be seen that bandwidth is inversely proportional to
area. As the received power is a function of the receiver
collection area, this relationship must be taken into account.
B. SNR analysis of L-PAM considering transmitter and
receiver constraints
PAM is one of the most popular modulation schemes in VLC
systems. PAM is attractive because of the simplicity in the
transmitter and receiver design.
Multilevel modulation requires higher received optical
power to achieve the same bit rate and error performance as
binary modulation, but offer a reduction in the bandwidth
requirement.
In this paper, designs using L-PAM is considered. To achieve
a data rate of Rb in an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
channel, the bandwidth B and optical power penalty N for
L-PAM to achieve a desired error probability relative to OOK is
given by [17, 18]:
(6)
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(7)
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where L=2M and M is a positive integer.
For comparison, the bandwidth requirement of optical The
error probability is a function of available electrical SNR which
is defined as [18, 19]:
Z
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where R is the PD responsivity, PT and Pr are the average
transmitted and received optical power respectively, [\Z is the
amplifier noise variance, S^ is the double-sided noise
power-spectral, M_ is a constant and H(0) is the channel DC
gain. This is a function of propagation distance d, incident
angle ϕ and order of Lambertian emission m, and is given by:
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Therefore, the available SNR, considering the transmitter
and receiver constraints in (1) and (5) is given by:
]J0L
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Fig. 3. The schematic of shunt-shunt feedback TIA topology. CPD, the
capacitance of the photodiode, is assumed to be the dominant input capacitance.
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Considering the receiver system constraints in (5), the
available SNR for L-PAM normalized to that of OOK for a
given optical power is given by:
RSB
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6m .
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As indicated from (7), L-PAM requires an additional SNR of
JP 1LZ ⁄6 to achieve the same bit error rate (BER) as OOK.
Assuming the PD area can be adjusted to match the bandwidth
requirement for L-PAM, the receiver system can offer an SNR
improvement of M3. Hence L-PAM offers an SNR gain in
comparison to OOK if the available SNR gain is higher than the
additional SNR requirements i.e.
6 m v JL

1LZ ⁄M.

(12)

This condition is satisfied for M < 5 and a maximum SNR
gain 6m xJL 1LZ ⁄My of 2.5 dB is obtained for 4-PAM.
This indicates that 4-PAM requires the minimum transmitted
power to achieve the target data rate and BER as long as the PD
area can be varied to match the required system bandwidth.
In obtaining (13), the transmitter device constraints are not
included in the analysis i.e. it is assumed that the transmitted
power is fixed. In our design, it is feasible to manufacture a
µLED that can match the system requirements. Hence, the
µLED’s bandwidth and power constraints can also be included
within the link budget analysis. By incorporating transmitter
constraints (1) in (9), it can be shown that L-PAM offers an
SNR gain if:
6 t v JL

1LZ ⁄M.

(13)

This condition is satisfied for M < 10 and a maximum SNR
gain of 12.6 dB is obtained for 16-PAM.
The analysis here is limited to PAM based modulation
without an equalizer. The equalization and complex
modulation schemes like OFDM offers further improvement in
system performance. The analysis of power requirement for
equalization and OFDM is beyond the scope of the paper.
Interested reader can refer to [20-22]. However, the
demonstrator allows these schemes to be implemented, so that
detailed experimental comparisons can be made.
C. Approaches to achieve higher data rate: Ganging and
MIMO
Fig. 4 shows the maximum achievable data rates at a 1 m link
distance using a single µLED and a single PD. The link budget
analysis assumes a target BER of 10-6, a 10 dB link margin and
a divergence/FOV of 5 degrees (half angle). As predicted from
(12), 4-PAM requires the minimum power to achieve the
desired data rate. Though the lower power µLEDs have higher
bandwidth, there is not enough link margin to support higher
data rates.
In order to achieve a target data rate of 1 Gbps, either
ganging or MIMO approaches are required. The optimum
device parameters for these approaches are established based
on the analysis detailed in previous sections and summarised in
Table II.

Fig. 4. A contour plot of the maximum achievable data rates (Mbps) using
L-PAM for different µLED powers.
TABLE II
DESIGN PARAMETERS OF VLC DEMONSTRATOR-I
Values

Parameters
Data rate (Gbps)

Ganging
>1

MIMO
>1

Link Length (m)

>1

Number of parallel channel

1

4

µLEDs

Array size
Wavelength (nm)
Diameter (µm)
Optical power (mW)
Bandwidth (MHz)
Pitch size (mm)

6×6
450
24
2
175
0.3

6×6
450
39
3
125
1.5

Transmitter optics

Divergence angle
(full)

10°

7.5°

Receiver Optics

FOV (full angle)
Gain (maximum)

8°
296

3°
1182

Photodiode
(APD)

Array size
Width (µm)
Pitch length (µm)
Responsivity @
450 nm (A/W)
Bandwidth (MHz)

3×3
200
240

3×3
200
240

2.41

2.41

175

175

>1

IV. DEMONSTRATION OPTICS DESIGN
Imaging MIMO systems are reported in [11, 23]. The work
reported in [11] provides the theoretical capacity of such a
system based on the assumptions that the receiver image is an
orthographic projection of the transmitted image. An optical
design for an integrated angle diversity imaging receiver is also
reported in [24]. In this paper we focus on designs that use
commercially available optical components for both the MIMO
and ganging schemes. In order to achieve a common optical
design the constraints for both schemes need to be considered.
Both imaging and non-imaging optical concentrators can be
used in the ganging scheme. Though the non-imaging
concentrator can provide optical ‘gain’ close to the theoretical
limit set by the constant radiance theorem, the channel
H-matrix is ill-conditioned in a non-imaging MIMO system
[25]. The H-matrix must be of full rank in order to successfully
separate the MIMO channels at the receiver. To achieve this in
an imaging MIMO system, the image of more than one source
should not fall entirely into the same receiver and hence the
imaging MIMO system must satisfy the following condition:

z }
(14)
| ;
{
where s is the source spacing, p is the PD width, f is the focal
length of the receiver optics system and d is the propagation
length. The ratio (p/f) also governs the receiver FOV of the
imaging system. The maximum detector area for the target data
rate is established from the area-bandwidth relationship (see
analysis in section III). Hence, a higher FOV can be achieved
only by reducing the focal length. However, due to physical
constraints, it is not feasible to design a lens system with larger
input aperture but smaller focal length (note that the optical
‘gain’ depends on the input aperture and high gain is desirable).
Hence there is a trade-off between the optical ‘gain’ and the
FOV.
The FOV for an individual PD in imaging system is limited.
In order to increase the FOV, the number of PDs is made
significantly greater than the minimum requirement for a
point-to-point link. For a larger FOV, the desired PD number
can be in the order of thousand [26]. Increasing the number of
receiver elements also increases the receiver complexity and
the cost. With the integrated approach taken here, it is believed
that the system is scalable to accommodate a large number of
PDs.
The specification for demonstrator-I is a 3×3 array of PDs
with dimensions of 200×200 µm2 on a 240 µm pitch (details of
these PD are given in the following sections). This gives a full
FOV of 3 degrees for a lens system with f = 11 mm. A larger PD
array system will be fabricated in the next phase of the project
once the initial assumptions and designs are tested and verified.
Increasing the number of PDs will increase the FOV and hence
will reduce the need to align the transmitter and receiver.
Considering the constraints imposed by (14), the minimum
desirable distance between the transmitter elements is 44 mm.
In order to limit the chip size, the transmitter optics has been
designed in such a way that it generates a virtual image of
transmitters with the desired pitch.
The transmitter optics also limits the divergence angle of the
µLED so that the geometric loss can be minimised. The
Lambertian emission of the µLED means that a high numerical
aperture optical system is required, and a suitable system was
designed and optimised using ray-tracing software. The final
optical designs and their mechanical assemblies for the MIMO
system are shown in Fig. 5(a). Fig. 5(b) shows the optical
irradiance at a 1 m distance on a 200×200 mm2 plane. The
transmitter is designed to offer a full divergence angle of 7.5
degrees and an overlapping area of 4.5 degrees, where all the
MIMO channels will operate. Note that a MIMO system can
operate only in the central overlapping area where all four
MIMO channels overlap. The receiver has full FOV of 3
degrees. For the ganging system, an appropriate holographic
diffuser is used to create a transmitter beam with a divergence
angle of 10 degrees.
V. ELECTRONICS DESIGN
A. Transmitter Subsystem
This consists of µLED driver chips, the µLED array and
associated printed circuit board (PCB). The µLED driver chip
is implemented in an Austria Micro Systems 0.18 µm CMOS
process, building on previous designs [4]. Circuit specifications

were derived from system level simulations and calculations
mentioned in previous sections. Each driver chip consists of 4
independent µLED drivers, interfacing and configuration
circuitry. The chip also has an internal buffer/de-serializer to
support ganging/MIMO operation. Chip configuration can be
performed through the serial interface provided. An n-channel
metal-oxide semiconductor (NMOS) transistor based circuit is
used to drive the µLEDs, because of the higher carrier mobility
and lower area requirement compared with p-channel MOS
(pMOS) transistors. Each driver channel can sink an LED drive
current up to 255 mA, and is designed to operate at a bandwidth
of up to 250 MHz.

Transmitter optical system

Transmitter opto- mechanical assembly

Receiver optical system

Receiver opto- mechanical assembly
(a)

(b)
Fig. 5. a) Schematic of optical system and snapshot of the opto-mechanical
assemlies b) simulated optical irradiance (W/cm2) in a 200×200 mm2 receiver
plane at 1 m distance from the transmitter.

Fig. 6 shows driver chip block diagram and photograph of
the fabricated chip. Nine driver chips and a 6 x 6 µLED array
are interconnected through the transmitter PCB (Fig. 6 (b)),
which also mounts the transmitter optical assembly. Separate
data interface PCBs can be attached to the transmitter PCB for
ganging and MIMO operation.

(a)
(b)
Fig. 6. µLED driver a) fabricated die and b) transmitter PCB block diagram.

B. µLEDs
Both ganging and MIMO µLED devices consist of an array
of individually-addressable 6×6 elements in a flip-chip
configuration. In order to be compatible with the NMOS-based
CMOS driver, each µLED element in these devices has an
individual n-type contact, whereas all elements share a
common p-contact. The disk-shaped µLED element has a
diameter of 24 µm for the ganging and 39 µm for the MIMO
device. As shown in Fig. 7(a), the ganging µLED array has a
uniform pitch of 300 µm. In order to match the transmitter pitch
to that of the receiver, the MIMO array is arranged such that the
elements are grouped into 2×2 clusters with a pitch of 69 µm
between two adjacent µLED elements. There is a separation
between the end-to-end elements of 1500 µm (see Fig. 7(b)).
The four closely clustered µLED elements also provide the
ability of operating in a hybrid mode, as described earlier.
These devices are fabricated on commercial blue
InGaN/GaN LED wafers grown on c-plane (0001) sapphire
substrates with a 450 nm peak emission wavelength and 20 nm
full width at half maximum. In a first step, 6×6 mesa structures
are deeply etched down to the sapphire substrate by Cl2-based
inductively coupled plasma etching. Then a second etch step
defines the µLED elements on each mesa. These steps allow
each LED element to be addressed by its own n-contact
appropriate for driving with an NMOS-based CMOS driver. A
thermally annealed Pd layer with over 50% reflectance at
450 nm is used as the metal contact to p-type GaN. A metal
bilayer of Ti/Au serves as the metal contact to n-type GaN and
metal tracks. After the µLED fabrication, the ganging and
MIMO devices are bonded to the backside of a 132-pin package
using Norland optical adhesive and then wire bonded. This
backside arrangement reduces the separation between light
emission surface (sapphire surface) and the optical system.
Finally, the bonded device is contacted with a copper heat sink.
C. Receiver
Modelling indicated that in order to obtain sufficient receiver
sensitivity, an APD based receiver is required, with a typical
input referred noise density of 10pA/√Hz. This is challenging
compared with some designs. As a comparison, [27] reports
referred noise for each channel of 29.9 pA/√Hz. In [28],
Shimotori et al showed that the APD structure shown in Fig. 8
can be made in a 0.18µm process and have a responsivity to
405 nm light of 2.61 A/W at a reverse bias voltage of 9.1 V.
The measured bandwidth of the structure was 300 MHz which

also fits in with the specification in Table II. The APD in [28] is
20 µm×20 µm. Our requirement is for 200 µm×200 µm. In
addition to the bandwidth limitation imposed on the system by
the capacitance of the APD (5), the intrinsic bandwidth of the
photodiode can limit performance. A full description of the
intrinsic bandwidth can be found in chapter 3 of [29] but it is
related to the transit time of optically generated carriers across
the APD. In [30], it was shown that through this effect the
bandwidth reduces with increasing size of APD. This led to the
hypothesis that it is better to build the APD out of a 10×10 array
of 20 µm×20 µm structures, whose outputs can be summed
together by connecting the structures in parallel, in order to
meet the bandwidth requirements. This method was also used
in the paper recently published by Ray et al [31].

Fig. 7. a) Images of a) µLED array of the ganging device and b) µLED array of
the MIMO device. High-magnification images for typical µLED elements are
also shown.

Fig. 8. A potential APD structure as reported in [28].

The dominant source of noise will come from the TIA
connected to the APD. In chapter 7 of [32], it is shown that if
the input stage to the amplifier in a shunt-shunt feedback
topology is a CMOS inverter then the total input-referred noise
is:
J2A!" LZ
1
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where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, T is temperature, RTIA is the
feedback resistor, CPD is the capacitance of the PD, ΓF is the

process dependent gamma factor and gmp and gmn are the
transconductances of the input transistors. From the equation it
can be seen that to reduce noise, the gm of the input transistors
must be increased which will increase the power consumption
of the chip. At this point the power budget is not a limiting
factor, but for future revisions there will have to be a trade-off
between the number of channels and the power consumption of
each channel which will in turn depend on the avalanche gain of
the APDs. This may alter some of the design decisions.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The current status of the demonstration is that most of the
components are manufactured and individually tested. The next
step is to integrate the individual components to full a scale
system demonstration. The measured electrical-to-electrical
-3dB bandwidths of ganging and MIMO µLED devices are
shown in Fig. 9. The target bandwidths of 175 and 125MHz for
ganging and MIMO devices are met at bias currents of 55mA
and 100mA, respectively. The measured optical powers at these
currents are 2 and 3.5mW, respectively. The transmitter and
receiver designs were also verified by measuring the intensity
profile and channel gain for the MIMO system at a distance of
1m from the transmitter that match the designed profile.

Fig. 10: Data rates against the BER for individual channel and aggregate
MIMO system. Note that MIMO data rate is divided by 4 for the clarity of the
figure.

Fig. 10 shows the measured BERs of different channels
against data rate for the imaging MIMO system. The BER is
estimated using a sequence of at least 40×105 bits per channel.
The achievable data rates above the forward error correction
(FEC) threshold of 2×10-3 [32] for channels 1-4 are 270, 290,
325 and 240 Mbps, respectively. The aggregate BERs against
the data rates for MIMO system is also shown in Fig. 10. The
MIMO system achieves a data rate of 1.070 Gbps, which
correspond to a net rate of ~1Gbps after an FEC overhead
reduction of 7% [33].
The subsystems required to be fully tested the MIMO and
ganging schemes, using both OFDM and PAM are almost
complete, including a modified APD array that should reach the
required design bandwidth. System optimisation and testing
will be carried out once all these are available.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Fig. 9. Measured electrical-to-electrical bandwidths against the bias current of
ganging and MIMO devices.

In order to demonstrate the potential of the design, a MIMO
communication link using the available components was tested.
At the transmitter an array of four µLEDs was used, each
channel driven using an arbitrary waveform generator. The 3x3
APD receiver array described earlier is used. Issues with the
CMOS process limited the available bandwidth of each APD to
22MHz. Due to the limited capability of the implementation; an
OOK modulation scheme with decision feedback equaliser
(DFE) was used in the experiment.
The four µLEDs were driven by four independent pseudo
random binary sequences of length 214-1. The LEDs were
biased at a DC current of 50mA and an AC swing of 3.5 Vpp.
The received signals from four APDs were then captured
simultaneously using an Oscilloscope (MSO7104B), and
further signal processing was done offline. The received data
sequences were then compared with the transmitted sequence
to estimate the bit error rate (BER).

This paper reports the detailed design of a demonstration
VLC link. It shows that the optimum system design must take
into account the particular characteristics of an emitter and
receiver technology, and in this case there is an optimum
modulation scheme that maximizes achievable data rate.
The simulation and analysis also shows that there is
significant challenge in achieving highly parallel data links
with a larger FOV. The number of receiver elements increases
rapidly with the increased FOV. The desire of high optical
“gain” at the receiver also makes it challenging to miniaturize
such systems for future integration in hand-held devices.
The paper also reports preliminary experimental results.
Using a MIMO configuration, an aggregate data rate of ~1Gbps
after FEC overhead reduction is achieved. Future work includes
complete system test and characterisation. A number of
modulation schemes including OFDM and PAM will be tested
and experimental comparisons will be made. The next phase of
the project will address the challenges of scaling the system to
higher data rates and wider field of view. This is likely to
require large numbers of emitter and receiver channels, and the
issues of addressing such devices in a scalable way, as well as
the necessary signal processing for schemes such as OFDM.
These challenges will be fully considered in the future iteration
of the designs.
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